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CHAPTER 16

Consistency and Inconsistency

in Implicit Social Cognition
The Case ofImplicit and Explicit Measures ofAttitudes
Robert J. Rydell and Allen R. McConnell

E

veryone experiences mixed or conflicted feelings from time to time. Does the divorcee "get
back on the horse" and start dating again even
when the sting of a disastrous marriage still lingers! At the restaurant, how does a diabetic patron
ponder whether or not to order the tasty cheesecake, knowing that it is laden with so much sugar,
fat, and calories? In a faculty meeting, how does
one balance a tenure decision involving a productive colleague who is a complete jerk to students
and other faculty alike? So many everyday decisions are fraught with a cacophony of feelings. In
social psychological research, we understand that
holding mixed feelings about attitude objects (e.g.,
dating, cheesecake, a colleague) is attitudinal ambivalence. In fact, the study of the consequences
of holding inconsistent attitudes has long been
acknowledged as important in the field (Kaplan,
1972; Petty & Brinol, 2009). However, it is interesting that social psychological thinking about inconsistent attitudes has focused almost exclusively
on the implications of holding conflicting attitudes
that people can verbalize. Yet what happens when
evaluative inconsistencies operate at different
levels (i.e., implicit and explicit measures of attitudes)? In the current ch;-lpter, we explore how discrepancies between implicit and explicit measures

of attitudes develop, how a variety of theoretical
perspectives and psychological processes can account for them, and what important implications
result from holding them.
When considering these issues, it is important
to specify a number of constructs that, at times,
seem poorly defined in the literature. For example,
there is much debate and discord about the definition of an attitude (Gawronski, 2007). In general,
attitudes are viewed as a perceiver's evaluation of
some object. In other words, is the object liked or
disliked! More formally, attitudes are "a psychological tendency that is expressed by evaluating
a particular entity with some degree of favor or
disfavor" (Eagly & Chaiken, 1993, p. 1). Yet our
understanding of attitudes is complicated by the
fact that attitudes are not directly observable, and
thus their existence is only manifested by measuring people's responses, directly or indirectly (Eagly
& Chaiken, 2007; Fazio, 2007). That is, attitudes
have to be understood by the measures used to assess them, and as ;-1 result, attitude measures at best
provide estimates of attitudes. 1
As attitude theories develop, attitude conceptualization and measurement evolve as well. During
the past decade, the explosion of research featuring implicit attitude measures has !cd research295
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ers to reconsider attitude theory, leading some
to retool existent ideas and others to advance
new theories about attitudes. Although implicit
measures of attitudes have been around for some
time (e,g., Fazio, Sanbonmatsu, Powell, & Karc1es,
1986), the proliferation of research using newer,
indirect attitude measures (see Wirtenbrink &
Schwarz, 2007, for a review) has led many psy~
chologist5 to reconsider their conceptualization
of attitudes. One reason why many researchers
have extended or modified their theoretical per~
spectives on attitudes is that there are a number of
demonsrrations that implicitly and explicitly mea~
sured attitudes are often only weakly related and
can be responsive to different manipulations (see
Gawronski & Bodenhausen, 2006, for reviews of
divergence; see Hofmann, Gawronski, Gschwend~
ner, Le, & Schmitt, 2005, and Nosek, 2005, for
reviews on correspondence). In addition, implicit
attitude measures are somerim.es altered quite eas~
ily with subtle manipulations (e.g., Karpinski &
Hilton, 2001; Wittcnbrink, Judd, & Park, 200l)
and at other times they take Herculean effort to
change (e.g., Gregg, Seibt, & Banaji, 2006; Rydell
& McConnell, 2006). Although explicit attitude
measures show equivalent variation in response to
attitude change manipulations (e.g., Petty & We~
gener, 1998), some conditions reveal distinct and
dissociated effects on implicit and explicit attitude
measures (see also Gawronski & Sritharan, Chap~
ter 12, this volume). How do attitude theorists ek
plain these divergent outcomes, and what are their
consequences for cognition and behavior?
To address these issues, wetlrst teview the impact that such discrepancies have had on theoriz~
ing about attitudes. Specifically, we detail how
major theories of attitudes have been modified,
refocused, or created to accommodate implicitexplicit attitude measure discrepancies. Then we
examine the processes that can impact implicit
and explicit attitude measures differently, leading
to discrepancy on these lneasures. Finally, we ex~
amine the consequences of discrepancies between
implicit and explicit attitude measures.

THEORETICAL
CONCEPTUALIZATIONS OF
IMPLICIT-EXPLICIT ATTITUDE
MEASURE DISCREPANCIES
To explore why and how consistency and inconsis~
tency occurs for implicit and explicit attitude mea~
sures, we examine how several different theories
explain these discrepancies. Understanding these

theoretical treatments of consistency and discrepancy serves to highlight underlying similarities and
differences between the theories' explanations for
consistency and inconsistency ben.veen implicit
and explicit attitude measures.

The MODE Model
Research on the rnotivation and opportunity as
determinants (MODE) model (Fazio, 1995, 2007;
Fazio & Olson, 2003) was the first to integrate
findings from reaction time measures of implicitly
measured attitudes and paper~(l11d~penci1 measures
of explicitly measured attitudes. From th{~ per~
spective of the MODE model, attitudes are simply
object-evaluation associations that are stored in
memory, which can vary in their strength of asso~
ciation. The stronger the associative link between
the object and its evah-Jation in memory, the great~
er that attitude's accessibility. From the perspec~
tive of the MODE model, implicit attitude mea~
sures capture attitudes at an earlier time in their
expression than do explicit measures, and they
better reflect the associative strength of the attitude object and its evaluation in memory. Explicit
attitude measures, on the other hand, can be in~
consistent with implicit attitude measures because
reporting explicit attitudes is itself a deliberative
behavior, which can be impacted by deception,
self~presentational concerns, or inconsistency of
the accessible attitude with previously expressed
beliefs or ideals (Fazio, 2007).
According to the MODE model, implicit and
explicit attitudes diverge when people have the
rnotiva.tion and ability to engage in deception,
self~presentation, or comparison of behavior and
thought over time. That is, divergence should be
seen when people monitor their explicit attitude
expression and deploy the cognitive resources
required to alter their expression. Convergence,
however, should be seen when motivation or op~
port unity is low and attitudes accessed from mem~
ory guide the expression of evaluation on explicit
attitude measures. In the MODE model, attitude
change (I.e., the change of the association between
the attitude object and its evaluation in memory)
occurs following repeated pairing of the attitude
object with counterattitudinal information (e.g.,
Rudman, Ashmore, & Gary, 2001; Rydell, McConnell, Strain, Claypool, & Hugenberg, 2007).
However, how does the MODE model account
for quick implicit attitude change (e.g., Wittenbrink
et aI., 200l)) As Fazio (2007) points out, this quick
change can be due to manipulations that impact
the difficulty of the response~mapping task posed
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by many implicit attitude tneasures (e.g., Han,
Olson, & Fazio, 2006; Olson & Fazio, 2004) or to
changes in the categorization of an attitude object
(e.g., Smith, Fazio, & Cejka, 1996). For example,
decreased pre,judice toward African Americans in
church as opposed to those in a jail occurs not because implicit attitudes have changed but because
African Americans are nor the sHme attitude
object in jail as in church, As another example,
motivational states such as hunger (Seibt, Hiifner,
& Deutsch, 2007) and thirst (Ferguson & Bargh,
2004) affect the construal of these attitude objects
to be so diffe.rent that, for instance, a cheesecake
is not the same attitude object to a diabetic when
he or she is hungry versus full (Fazio, 2007, p. 626),
The MODE model assumes that studies showing
quick change among implicitly measured attitudes
reflect the relative influence of current concerns,
context, or construal (categorization) on attitude
object instantiation. This temporary change is
adaptive in the moment but does not impact the
attitude object evaluation held in memory,

The Associative-Propositional
Evaluation Model
The associative-propositional evaluation (APE)
model (Gawronski & Bodenhausen, 2006) assumes that implicit and explicit attitude measures
tap into two different types of evaluative processes: associative and propositional. In this model,
associative processes determine affective reactions
automatically activated when one encounters an
attitude object (e.g., feelings of negativity when
walking by an obnoxious colleague's office), The
APE model proposes that implicit attitudes capture the process of pattern activation (see Smith,
1996), wherein a subset of the information associated with an -attitude object is activated based on
learning his[l1ry, contextual information, motivational states, and other stimuli. Thus, the evaluative information activated in memory by the attitude object is the best fit between these factors
and the information connected in rnemory at that
moment. In another moment when these factors
change, other associations with the attitude object
wi!! be active, changing implicit attitude measure
responses. Because of rapid ch<:Hlges in pattern
activation, irnplicit attitude measures are able to
change quickly,
On the other hand, propositional processes
underlie the expression of evaluations on explicit
attitude measures, According to Gawronski and
Bodenhausen (2006), "Evaluations resuldng from
propositional processes can be characterized as
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evaluations that are based on syllogistic inferences
derived from any kind of propositional information
that is considered relevant f()f a given judgment"
(p, 694), These propositions can include information extracted from the outCome of associative
processes (e,g" "I like X" or "I dislike X"; see Strack
& Deutsch, 2004). All propositions are then subject to logical inference that (lssesses which propositions are valid and, therefore, used in explicit
attitude measure responses. For example, if a department chair has an automatic negative reaction
to the obnoxious but productive professor, implicit
attitude measures will reflect this negativity. However, if the department chair also knows that this
professor receives substantial amounts of grant
support, has prestigious publications, and attracts
high-quality graduate students, explicit attitudes
toward this professor will likely be more positive,
In this latter case, the propositional information
about the utility of the obnoxious professor for the
department will result in greater positivity being
expressed on explicit measures of attitudes. In
other words, even though the department chair's
automatic affective reaction is negative, the proposition formed in response to this reaction will be
invalidated because of its inconsistency with other
meaningful information about the professor and
will thus be rejected, This propositional process of
validating or invalidating automatic evaluations is
how the APE model explains consistency and inconsistency betvveen implicit and explicit attitude
measures (see also Gawronski, Strack, & Bodenhausen, 2009).
Thus, when the in:kmnation automatically ,-Ktivated from memory is consistent with propositional information about the attitude object, implicit
and explicit attitude measures should be consistent. However, when information automatically
activated from memory is inconsistent (i.e" does
not logically fir) with propositional information,
implicit and explicit attitude measures should be
discrepant. As such, the truth value (or validity)
of the propositional output determines whether
discrepancies occur (Gawronski & Bodenhausen,
2006). Discrepancies between implicit and explicit measures can also result from changing the
propositions available or seen as applicable to the
situation, Of course, consistency between implicit
and explicit attitude measures also occurs when
associative information changes to be in line with
propositional information or propositional infor~
mation changes to be in line with the output of
associative processes. Thus, a change in either
process can !e,ld to consistency or inconsistency of
implicit and explicit attitude measures; however,
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the propositional process ultimately determines
whether there IS consistency or inconsistency be~
tween measures,

The Metacognitive Mode!
The metacognitive model (MeM; Petty, Brifiol, &
DeMarree, 2007; Petty, Tormala, Brifiol, & Jarvis,

2006), like the MODE model, assumes that

atti~

tudes are evaluations of objects that are stored in
memory. However, the MCM posits that attitude
objects can (sometimes) be associated simultane~
ously with positive and negative valence. When
attitude ohjects are not simultaneously associated
with positivity and negativity, this model is very

similar to the MODE model (e.g., Fazio, 1995,
2007). However, the MCM model goes beyond the
MODE model because it assumes people tag their
associations (e.g., true-false, confident-doubt,
accept-reject, valid~invalid). These metacogni~
tiye tags are stored in memory to help people de~
termine the validity or confidence with which the
association is held. Because of its predictions about
simultaneous linkages to positivity and negativity
(bivalent associations) and its assumptions about
metacognitive tags) the MCM makes several predictions about when consistency and inconsistency
will arise. When these bivalent associations exist'
and one association is tagged as invalid, the meta~
cognitive tags are not easily detected by irnplicit
attitude measures. For example, the negativity au~
tomatically activated in response to the obnoxious
professor could be tagged as invalid because of his
or her productiYity. In this situation, implicit at~
titude measures would reflect the automatic negativity and not the rag of its invalidity; however,
explicit anitude measures would account for the
invalidity tag. Therefore, unless the tag is highly
accessible, it will not impact implicit measures
because of the default assumption that associa~
tions are true (Gilbert, 1991). Only when people
devote time and resources are these tags utilized;
this need for elaboration in utilizing tags is exac~
erbatecl because meracognitive tags are assumed to
be associated with the positivity or negativity in
memory and not the attitude object itself.
According to the MCM, implicit and explicit
attitude measures will be consistent when (1) only
positive or negative information is associated with
an attitude object in memory and that information is "tagged" or accepted as true; and (2) when a
metacognitive tag automatically negates either the
linkage to positivity or negativity and this same
negation is made after some deliberation. According to the MCM, implicit and explicit attitude

measures will diverge when positive Or negative
information is not properly tagged as "false" or this
tag is not detected by implicit measures, but the
tag is used when completing explicit measures (see
Petty & Brinol, 2009; Petty et ai., 2006).

The Systems of Evaluation Model
The systems of evaluation model (SEM; McConnell, Rydell, Strain, & Mackie, 2008; Rydell &
McConnell, 2006; Rydell, McConell, Mackie, &
Strain, 2006) assumes that implicit and explicit
measures tap into different mental systems that
correspond to an associative system (implicit attitude measures) or a rule~based system (explicit
attitude measures). Specifically, we (Rydell & Mc-

Connell, 2006; Rydell et ai., 2006) have proposed
that there are two somewhat or partially independent systems of evaluation that differ both in what
information they usc and in how they act on it
(Sloman, 1996; Smith & DeCoster, 2000; Strack
& Deutsch, 2004). The associative system of evaluation is relevant to our understanding of how im~
plicit attitudes form and function because implicit
auitude measures are posited to follow the basic
principles of similarity and association (Smith &
DeCoster, 2000). The rule-based system fits with
a conceptualization of explicit attitude measures
as evaluations based on conscious deliberation or
syllogistic reasoning, which can reveal quick but
resource-dependent changes on explicit attitude

measures (Fazio, 1995, 2007).
According to the SEM, implicit attitude mca~
sures are more sensitive to associative forms of information such as subliminal primes (Rydell et aL,
2006) or associative cues (e,g., race, obesity, physical attractiveness; McConnell et aL, 2008). For
example, eating cheesecake brings about pleasurable feelings associated with rich, satisfying foods.
On the other hand, explicit attitude measures
arc more sensitive to symbolic forms of information (quite often verbal in nature, although other
forms exist as well, such as musical notation and
mathematical symbols that exist in a framework
governed by rules), which are often used in logic
and symbolic reasoning. For instance, one can use
reasoning and deduction to understand that eating cheesecake, because it can lead to high blood
sugar, could lead to blindness or death. 2 However,
these systems do interact when no (or a relatively
small amount of) associative or verbal inforrna~
tion is available. For instance, subliminal evaluative priming has been shown to impact explicit
attitude measures (e.g., Olson & Fazio, 2001; Petty
et a1., 2006), and a large amount of verbal inforrna-
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tion can influence implicit attitude tneasures (e.g.,
Rydell & McConnell, 2006; Rydell et aI., 2007).
Thus, the SEM predicts that implicit and explicit
attitude measures will be consistent when the valence of associative information (e.g., subliminal
primes, cues with strong evaluative associations)
and verbal information is equivalent or when a
considerable amount of verbal information contradicts the valence of previous associative learning.
Implicit and explicit measures will be inconsistent
when the valence of the associative information
and verbal information becomes divergent through
a v(-uiety of means, including different evaluative
implications of rule-based (e.g., verbal) and associative-based (e.g., associative cues) information
(e.g., McConnell et aI., 2008; Rydell or aI., 2006)
or when a relatively small amount of new verbal
information revises rule-based evaluations but is
insufficient to alter associaticm-based evaluations
(e.g., Rydell er aI., 2007)
One major difference between the SEM and
the theories reviewed previously is that it posits
that there are distinct systems as opposed to distinct processes that can lead to discrepancies between implicit and explicit attitude measures. In
the SEM, systerns refer to aspects of the mind that
use particular types of information and operating
principles, actively or passively, to render evaluations. Essentially, each system can be conceived
of as an interrelated group of mechanisms that
are dedicated to evaluation. Because the two systems differ in their inputs and style of information
processing, their outputs can differ. A system approach assumes that two broad groups of processes
and mechanisms operate and serve to disambiguate the attitude object, its features, and its value
to (or probable impact on) the perceiver given
current environmental constraints and perceiver
goals. Instead of viewing these mechanisms as
part of one process (e.g., activation of evaluations
stored in memory-Fazio, 2007; Petty et al., 2007;
pattern activation in a connectionist network-Gawronski & Bodenhausen, 2006), a systems approach assumes that, although related mechanisms
operate on similar input, even sirnilar mechanisms
may produce inconsistent outputs.

The Constructivist Perspective
Finally, a constructivist perspective views all attitudes as momentarily constructed evaluations
that are created each time an object is encountered (Schwarz, 2007; Schwarz & Bohner, 200l).
As such, the term attitude does not refer to stable
evaluative information stored in memory but rath-
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er to the process of constructing evaluations based
on the information that is available at the time
and the demands of the attitude measure. In this
conceptualization, attitudes are epiphenomena
and are a by~product of the construction process.
Thus, the notion that people possess attitudes is,
conceptually, inherently flawed.
According to a constructionist perspective,
implicit and explicit attitude measures will converge when the same information is culled from
memory to construct an attitude. This could result
from context making accessible the same infonnation or the measures themselves eliciting the same
information (e.g., "What W(lS my last experience
with cheesecake?"). To the extent that the context or any momentary stimuli impact the information recruited from memory (e.g., a divorcee is
at a romantic movie vs. talking to the ex-spouse),
implicit and explicit attitude measures will be inconsistent with past measurements. In addition,
if the methods used to assess implicit and explicit
attitudes differ in what they access from memory
or demand different responses based on framing
(Schwan, 1999), then implicit and explicit attitude measures will differ. From this perspective,
the consistency of implicit and explicit attitude
measures is a consequence of how attitudes are
constructed in the moment, which can be impacted by how attitudes are assessed (d. Fazio, 2007,
for a strong challenge to this perspective). Finally,
the timing of responses may lead to discrepancies
between implicit and explicit attitudes according
to a constructivist perspective. Implicit attitude
measures assess quick responses, and explicit attitude measures might reflect different evaluations
to the extent that they take longer to answer. That
is, when completing explicit attitude measures,
people could recruit additional information from
memory that they were umlble to retrieve when
responding quickly on implicit attitude measures
that might change their construal of the attitude
object.

MECHANISMS OF CONSISTENCY
AND INCONSISTENCY
In this section, we review several key mechanisms
that have been studied in research examining
discrepancies and consistencies between implicit
and explicit attitude measures. The mechanisms
are organized (in order) based on whether they
tend to (1) have a larger impact on automatically
activated evaluations or (2) be based on further
elaboration and integration of automatically acti-
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vared evaluations with other information relevant
for rendering evaluations. By highlighting these
mechanisms, we provide an overview of how the
aforementioned attitude theories differ in their
explanation of these different processes, processes
that must be explained by a comprehensive theory
of attitudes. In our assessment, we examine integra~
rion of coumerattitudinal information, balanced
identities, extrapersonal associations, dissonance
and balance, and "downstream" processes, In ad~
dition, we discuss how the simultaneous automatic
activation of positivity and negativity, which is an
associatIve process, is accounted for by different
models of attitudes.

Integration of Counterattitudinal
Information
The most straightforward way that automatic af~
feetive reactions can be changed is by repeatedly
encountering counterattitudinal information (e.g.,
Karpinski & Hilton, 2001; Rudman et aI., 2001;
Rydell & McConnell, 2006). For example, Rydell
and colleagues (2007) had participants learn 100
positive pieces of inf()fmation about a novel individuaL After this initial learning phase, partici~
pants were presented with 0, 20, 40, 60, 80, or 100
pieces of additional, counteratritudinal information (Le., negative inf()fmation), Implicit attitude
measures assessing evaluations of the novel inclividual became increasingly negative in propor~
tion to the amount of counterattitudinal infor~
mation encountered. Furthermore, Sherman and
colleagues (2008) showed through multinomial
modeling (see Sherman, Klauer, & Allen, Chapter
9, this volume) that changes in implicit attitude
measures in this paradigm were due to changes
in association between the attitude object and
valence in memory as opposed to other possible
processes (Le., overcoming bias, discrimination of
stimuli, guessing). Most models of attitudes pre~
dict that implicit attitude measures should change
when enough counterattitudinal inforrnation is
encountered (see Gawronski & Sritharan, Chapter

12, this volume). The MODE model, MCM, and
SEM specify that this should occur through the
alteration of object-evaluation links in memory.
The APE model assumes that this change occurs
because a larger subset of heterogeneous (Le., positive and negative) information about the attitude
object is stored in memory and, therefore, associations that arc of the opposite valence of originally
learned information should be more likely to be
used (and connected to other attitude relevant information) in associative processes.

Balanced Identities
Research exarnining Greenwald and colleagues'
(2002) unified model ofsocial cognition provides
considerable evidence that implicit attitude mea~
sures CCUl be changed via balance principles. As
an illustration, Greenwald and colleagues assessed
female participants' self~esteem, gender identiflca~
tion, and attitudes toward women with implicit
and explicit measures. The results showed that
the interaction of any two of the implicit measures
predicted the third implicit measure. Most rel~
evant to the current discussion, women who had
greater implicitly measured self-esteem and implicitly measured gender identification showed rela~
tively more positive implicitly measured attitudes
toward women. However, consider a situation
where women have been exposed to extremely
negative female exemplars. Based on past research)
this exposure to negative female exemplars should
make implicitly measured attitudes toward women
relatively more negative (Dasgupta & Greenwald,
2001). However, a balanced identity perspec~
tive predicts that implicitly measured attitudes
toward women should be relatively more positive
to the extent that women have greater implicitly
measured gender identification and greater implicitly measured self-esteem. Implicitly measured
attitudes toward women could be influenced by
the exemplar manipulation, but because this association is inconsistent with (or "pressured)) by)
greater implicitly measured self-esteem and implicitly measured gender identification, implicitly
measured attitudes toward women should be rela~
tively positive (see Greenwald et aL, 2002, Princi~
pie 2). Presumably, negative evaluations of women
would be not activated or may even be inhibited
to maintain balance among implicit measures of
self~esteem, gender identification, and attitudes toward women. It should be noted that there are two
alternatives to these predictions about the impact
of a negative female exemplar and inhibition. First,
the exemplar manipulation could, in fact, lead to
less positive implicit evaluations of women, but
this change in the mean level of implicitly measured attitudes would not impact the correlations
to gender identity and self~esteem. Second, selfesteem could be reduced via spreading activation
from evaluations of women overall. This change
in self-esteem would lead to balance but at a cost
to the self (e.g., Walther, Nagengast, & Trasselli,
2005). To our knowledge, these interesting possibilities have not been examined empirically.
How would models of attitudes explain the tendency for balance in the face of information that
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has, in past research, changed implicit attitude
measures? Based on the MODE model, balance
could be achieved through changing cFl.tegoriza~
tion of women when implicitly measured attitudes
toward women are pressured. Thus, women could
be recategorized in some other fashion (e.g., high~
achieving wonten), and this would produce bal~
ance among implicit measures. The APE model
would explain this balance among implicit mea~
sures by changes in pattern activation in response
to information that the self is positive and that the
self is a woman. A likely output, given this set of
inputs, is that implicitly measured attitudes toward
women would be positive. Through processes like
pattern completion, a pattern of activity would be
"settled" on indicating that implicitly measured
attitudes toward women are relatively positive
through a passive process of constraint satisfaction.
The SEM has a more difficult time explaining balanced identities. It would predict that the critical
factor would be whether the exemplar manipula~
tion constituted associative or verbal information.
To the extent that this information is verbal, implicitly measured self-esteem and implicitly mea~
sured gender identification could impact implicitly
measured attitudes toward \vomen by influencing
the valence of the evaluations that are activated
in memory via facilitation of associations between
positivity and women and inhibition of associa~
tions between negativity and women. However,
if the negative information is associative in na~
ture, implicitly measured attitudes toward women
should be less positive and not balanced with im~
plicitly measured self-esteem and gender identifica~
rion. Thus, the SEM predicts that manipulations
that are associative in nature can counteract the
processes underlying balanced identities.
It is worth pointing out that the impact of bal~
anced identities is less likely on explicit measures
of self~esteem, gender identity, and attitudes to~
ward women because balance on explicit measures
can be achieved in many more ways (e.g., adding
concepts, splitting the pressured concept) than on
implicit measures, and it is, therefore, not !.'l. neces~
sity that explicit attitude measures converge to
maintain overall balance (e.g" Greenwald et al.,
2002).

Extrapersonal Information
Another way associations could impact the consistencyor discrepancy between implicit and explicit
attitude measures is if an implicit attitude measure
is contaminated by "extrapersonal associations"
(Fazio, 2007; Fazio & Olson, 2003; llan et aI., 2006;
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Karpinski & Hilton, 2001; Olson & Fazio, 2004).
Extrapersonal associations are environmental as~
sociations that come from one's experiences in the
greater culture or from other individuals rather
than reflecting one's own attitude (Fazio, 2007). It
has been suggested that implicit attitude measures,
such as the Implicit Association Test (tAT), are
affected by extrapersonal associations unrelated to
one's personally held attitude, and thus, discrepan~
des result when implicir measures of attitudes are
unduly influenced by extrapersonal information.
In an illustrative study, Han and colleagues
(2006) had participants initially learn [hat one
Pokemon character was objectively superior to an~
other. Next, they exposed participants to a video
that had children express beliefs about the Poke~
mon characters that were consistent or inconsis~
tent with initial learning. The children's views
were seen as silly and illogical \vhen they were
inconsistent with initial learning (i.e., they were
rejected as a valid indicator of the object's positiv~
ity or negativity). Despite the perceived invalidity of the information given by the children, their
information impacted a traditional IAT measure
of implicit attitudes. Interestingly, information
given by the children did not impact a pers()nal~
ized IAT (where the category labels were marked
"I like" vs. "I dislike" instead of "pleasant" vs, "un~
pleasant"; Olson & Fazio, 2004) or an evaluative
priming measure (Fazio et al., 1986). Because the
latter two measures are assumed to measure per~
sonal attitudes rather than momentarily acces~
sible knowledge, they were perceived to be better
measures of attitudes assessing an individual's, and
not societal, beliefs. The main point of this work is
that implicit and explicit measures of attitudes can
sometimes diverge because extrapersonal informa~
tion impacts implicit attitude measures, but these
extrapersonal associations are invalidated and not
used when explicit measures are completed.
The role of extrapersonal information in im~
pHcit attitude measures is a point of debate in the
literature (Conrey & Smith, 2007; Gawronski &
Bodenhausen, 2006; Nosek, 2005; Nosek & Han~
sen, 2008). Indeed, from several perspectives (e.g.,
APE, MeM, SEM), people should not be able, at
an associative level, to distinguish inrrapersonal
from exrrapersonal knowledge. That task must
occur via controlled processes in which one can as~
sess the extent to which an evaluation is personaL
Indeed, recent research has challenged the claim
that implicit attitude measures, including the IAT,
are influenced by cultural knowledge (Nosek &
Hansen, 2008). Furthermore, the impact that cul~
rural knowledge has on implicit attitude measures
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is accounted for by its impact on explicit attitude
measures. As these authors note, "Endorsement,
especially in the context of implicit cognition, is
irrelevant for information to be a measure of individual attitude and predict individual behavior. , .. Associative representations reflect accumulated experience with attitude objects regardless of
whether those experiences are accepted or rejected
as true" (Nosek & Hansen, 2008, p. 549). Because
introspective access to the causes or circumstances
involving associations in memory is poor and may
not even be stored in memory, extrapersonal influences should not impacr implicit attitude measures.
If this is true, why did Han and colleagues
(2006) show an impact of extrapersonal associa~
tions on the IAT if cultural knowledge does not
impact this measure? One possibility is that peo~
ple actually do tag evaluations as "mineH or "not
mine." The MCM~s process of metacognitive tag~
ging could be used to tag either positivity or nega~
tivity stored in memory as "not mine." Under most
circumstances l this tag would not impact implicit
attitude measures. However, if the tag is relatively
salient or strongly associated with evaluative in~
formation it could potentially impact an implicit
attirude measure (see Gawronski, Peters, & LeBel,
2008, for a similar argument where personal as~
sociations could be interpreted as the stored out~
comes of propositional inferences in associative
memory). Another, more likely possibility for Han
and colleagues results is based on the fact that im~
plicit attitude measures are not process pure (e.g.,
Sherman et aL~ 2008) and operate through differ~
ent cognitive mechanisms (e.g., De Houwer, 2003).
For the personalized IAT and the rraditional IAT,
which share the same response~interfercncemech~
anisms, the differences are likely due to how the
labels ("I like" vs. "pleasant") impact controlled
processes that influence responding to the IAT.
Moreover, because the paradigm used in the tradi~
tional IAT (unlike the personalized IAT) requires
that participants make correct responses on each
trial (and that they receive error feedback on trials
in which incorrect responses are made), it is pos~
sible that additional processes are involved in the
personalized IAT (e.g., overcoming bias; Sherman
et aL, 2008) that do not apply in the same way
to the traditional IAT. Turning to explicit attitude
measures~ personal endorsement is important for
determining people's attitudes; however, it remains
to be seen whether this is true for implicit attitude
measures. Further research will need to address
this issue more directly to determine the relation
between cultural or extrapersonal knowledge and
l

l

implicit attitude measures (see Nosek & Hansen,
2008~ for a review).

Cognitive Consistency
An important aspect of understanding consis~
tencies and discrepancies between implicit and
explicit attirude measures is elucidating the role
of cognitive consistency on these measures, Re~
search on cognitive consistency has adopted two
frameworks regarding implicit and explicit attitude
measures: dissonance theory and balance theory
(which is distinct from and potentially broader
than the balanced identities perspective outlined
previollsly). Thus~ we consider each of these areas
of research separately.

Dissonance Theory
In early research on dissonance theory and im~
pHcit and explicit attitude measures~ researchers
found that dissonance only led to changes in ex~
pHcitly measured attitudes (e.g., Wilson, Lindsey~
& Schooler, 2000). Gawronski and Strack (2004)
showed that an induced compliance paradigm led
to changes in explicit attitude measures when par~
ticipants were given choice but not when no choice
was given. Implicit attitude measures did not show
any impact of choice, but they were positively cor~
related to explicit attitude measures in the no~
choice condition and uncorrelated to explicit
attitude measures in the high~choice condition.
Thus~ the dissonance created by "freely chosen"
countcrattitudinal behavior had an impact only
on explicit attitude measures. The APE, MCM,
and SEM models predict~ consistent with what was
found, that only explicit measures changed. The
APE model comes ro this conclusion because logi~
cal relations between propositions (e.g.~ "I disliked
a boring task," "I told someone else the task was
fun") can only be tested by propositional process~
es. If these propositions are logically inconsistent,
explicit attitude measures changed to resolve this
logical inconsistency. The MCM would predict
that the automatically activated negativity to the
task would be tagged as invalid and, therefore, ex~
plidt attitudes would show the impact of this tag~
unless the tag were to become strongly associated
with negativity (which is extremely unlikely in an
induced compliance paradigm). The SEM would
predict that dissonance would be dealt with by
the rule~based system of evaluation, where the
logical inference and consistency concerns can be
assessed. The MODE model would predict one of
two accounts for these results. First, implicit atti~
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tude measures assess evaluation at an. earlier point
when dissonance arousal is not a concern, and thus
implicit attitude measures do not change, Second,
implicit attitude rneasures did not change because
they were measured with a standard IAT (rather
than the personalized IAT or affective priming).
That is, the itnpact of extrapersonal associations
may have concealed changes on implicit attitude
measures in a forced~choice paradigm. A problem
with this second account is that explicit attitude
measures that are completed under time pressure
(presumably an implicit attitude measure) do not
reveal attitude change in a forced~choice paradigm
(Wilson et aL, 2000), and this null result cannot
be explained by extrapersonal associations impact~
ing implicit attitude measurement.
However, there is evidence that in other dis~
sonance paradigms implicit attitudes can be
changed. In a postdecisional attitude change
study, Gawronski, Bodenhausen, and Becker
(2007) showed that implicit attitude measures can
change. Specifically, participants chose bet\veen
one of two equally attractive pictures. In the usual
spreading of alternatives study, the dissonance
created by the positive features of the unselected
picture lead to a devaluing of the picture and the
features on which it was seen as positive. In the
Gawronski and colleagues study, implicit attitude
measures for each picture were assessed before and
after participants chose. The results showed that
implicitly measured attitudes were more positive
toward the chosen picture and more negative to~
ward the rejected picture, suggesting that choice
decisions led to changes in implicit attitude mea~
sures. Given that such attitude changes are typi~
cally explained by the operation of postdecisional
dissonance, this outcome seems inconsistent with
the models discussed previously. However, a second
study found that these differences 1,\!ere not due to
dissonance but to selLmchoring. Specifrcally, in
a second study, the chosen picture became more
strongly associated with the self than the rejected
picture. Importantly, implicit measures of self~
esteem were pOSitively correlated to implicit atti~
tude measures toward the chosen picture (Green~
wald et aL, 2002). Thus, dissonance paradigms can
lead to changes in implicit attitude measures via
different mechanisms than dissonance reduction
that are not always propositional in nature.
How do these postdecisional attitude change
studies fit with the models we discussed in the first
section? All of the models would assume that as
the attitude object becomes more associated with
the self, and the self is viewed positively either
through spreading activation or pattern activa~
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tion, the attitude object would be more positive
on implicit measures (see also Greenwald et aL,
2002). The strength of this association and the
positivity of the self should be the main detenni~
nants of implicidy measured attitude change. Es~
pecially because this association was just created
in an experimental setting and does not have a
long history of coactivation, the models' predic~
tions do not differ.

Balance Theory
In a similar vein to studies on balanced identities,
research has examined the impact of simple bal~
ance principles on attitudes assessed by implicit
and explicit measures (e.g., Gawronski, Walther,
& Blank, 2005). This research showed that when
participants learned positive or negative informa~
tion about a novel individual and then learned
whether this individual liked or disliked a second,
novel individual, balance was observed on implicit
and explicit attitude measures. Take the example
of learning that person A is positive. If person A
acted positively and participants learned that per~
son A liked person B, person B was assessed posi~
tively on implicit and explicit attitude measures, If
person A acted positively and participants learned
that person A disliked person B, person B was as~
sessed negatively on implicit and explicit attitude
measures. Interestingly, when participants learned
about the relationship between person A and per~
son B (whether they like or dislike one another)
and then learned about person A, this balance
effect did not occur on either implicit or explicit
attitude measures. As stated by Gawronski and
colleagues (2005), these findings "suggest that cog~
nitive balance influences the encoding of social
information rather than the retroactive construal
of evaluative judgments" (p. 625).
This fmding is interesting because Gawronski
and Strack (2004) showed that cognitive disso~
nance led to "retroactive construal of evaluative
judgments" or changes on an explicit attitude
measure after a freely chosen counterattituclinal
behavior. Why was this change absent in the bal~
ance paradigm? Gawronski and colleagues (2005)
propose that this difference could be due to the
fact that "source valence [evaluation of person Aj
and observed sentiment [person A's feeling toward
person B] may be stored independently in memory
when source valence is encoded after observed
sentiments" (p. 625). This explanation assumes
that when source valence is encoded after ob~
served sentiments, it is less likely that both pieces
of information will be retrieved from memory and
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associated with one another. Thus, similar to research on the sleeper effect, the relation between
person A and person B is "lost" or unused when followed by the qualifying information about the va~
1enee of person A (Kumkale & Albarracin, 2004).
If the relation between person A and person B is
not accessible, there may be no inconsistency alto~
gerher because inconsistency at the explicit level
requires that the relevant information is accessible
and subjectively valid in order to produce inconsistency (see Gawronski, Peters, & Strack, 2008).
Nevertheless, this lack of balance on explicit measures, unlike that seen in the balanced identity
work, seems much more problematic for theories
of attitudes. In this research, there are not, for instance, additional cognitions available to resolve
the imbalance on explicit attitude measures.

"Downstreanl" Consequences
Implicit and explicit attitudes can also be discrep~
am because ~ldditional information, as opposed
to automatic affective reactions, affects respond~
ing to explicit attitude lneasures. Indeed, there is
much work showing that implicit and explicit attitudes are more likely to diverge when people have
the opportunity and ability to change or "correct"
the information activated automatically (FaZio &
Olson, 2003). People can change their explicitly
measured attitude because of self-~")fesentational
concerns, social norms, and motives to hold
certain beliefs (e.g., Dunton & Fazio, 1997). All
of the models that have been reviewed assume
that explicit attitudes can be changed with mo~
tivation and ability. As Fazio (2007) noted, these
downstream consequences can be a mixture of
automatically activated evaluations and "correc~
tive" processes, or they can be based solely on
controlled processing. However, the APE model
(Gawronski & Bodenhausen, 2006) assumes that
these changes are all based on controlled process~
ing of propositional pieces of information about
the attitude object because the automatically ac~
tivated affective reaction is transformed into a
proposition itself (see Strack & Deutsch, 2004).
Thus, there are differences between models as to
whether mixed processes can lead to changes in
explicit attitudes, but these differences are hard to
distinguish empirically. For instance, according to
the APE model, cognitive dissonance can be re~
duced only via propositicmal processes (Gawrc)11ski
& Strack, 2004). In other models, when implicit
and explicit attitudes themselves are inconsistent l
this should lead to tension or ambivalence because
the associative and rule~based systems are discor-

dant (Rydell, McConnell, & Mackie, 2008) or
because positivity and negativity are concurrently
activated from memory (Petty & Brifiol, 2009).
Regardless, most models of attitudes assume
that downstream consequences occur through
very similar deliberative processes (e.g., syllogistic
reasoning, logic) and need motivation and ability
to be instantiated. For instance, the MODE model
and the SEM predict that implicit and explicit attitude measures can diverge only through elabo~
rative information processing and that greater
divergence would be associated with luore elabo~
rative information processing (e.g., liofmann et
aL, 2005). Although controlled thought is likely
necessary for discrepancies between implicit and
explicit attitude measures, the type of thought
matters (Gawronski & Bodenhausen, 2006). If
thoughts that are contradictory to automatically
activated affective reactions are considered during
conscious deliherations, then implicit and explicit
attitudes should diverge with more elaborative pro~
cessing. I-'1owever, if thoughts supporting the auto~
matically activated affective reaction are utilized
during elaborative processing, implicit and explicit
attitude measures could show greater convergence
as more elaboration occurs.
Because the impact of downstream consequenc~
es on implicit attitude measures has been exten~
sively examined elsewhere (Fazio, 1995; Gawronski
& Bodenhausen, 2006; Sloman, 1996), we do not
discuss them further. However, it should be noted
that perceivers could use an alrnost infmite number
of strategies to modulate automatically activated
evaluations of an attitude object when responding
to explicit attitude measures. Future work should
address when certain strategies are used and how
they impact the consistency between implicit and
explicit attitude measures and the cognitive and
behavioral outcomes of these discrepancies.

SIMULTANEOUS AUTOMATIC
ACTIVATION OF POSITIVITY
AND NEGATIVITY
Not all inconsistency has to come from differences
in implicit and expliCit attitude measures or differences in explicit attitude measures. Namely, de
Liver, van der Pligt, and Wigboldus (2007) showed
that both positive and negative information can
be simultaneously activated from memory and
impact implicit attitude measures. Specifically,
de Liver and colleagues had participants generate
objects that they believed were positive, negative,
neutral, or ambivalent (i.e., both positive and neg~
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ative). Their work showed (1) strong associations
between positivity and objects that were described
as positive; (2) strong associations between nega~
tivity and objects that were described as negative;
(3) no associations between positivity or negativ~
ity for objects that were described as neutral; and
(4) strong associations between the objects and
both positivity and negativity when objects were
described as ambivalent. Thus, it seems that a
single attitude object can simultaneously activate
both positivity and negativity in memory (see also
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How is this fmding explained with the models of
attitudes outlined previously? As discussed earlier,

titude object. As Fazio (2007) states, "The essence
of more reasoned forms of attitude development
is an integration of any such conflicting informa~
tion into a summary evaluation ... the summary
evaluation effectively resolves the ambivalence"
(p. 627). Of course, positive or negative summary
evaluations can be automatically activated from
memory depending on how an object is categorized
(Smith et aL, 1996). Perhaps asking participants to
think of attitudes for which they are ambivalent
leads to categorization of the attitude object into
both a category for which there is positivity and a
category for which there is negativity. In this way,
the MODE model could explain the fmdings of de

Petty et aI., 2007).

the MCM (Petty et aI., 2007) explicitly makes this

Liver and colleagues (2007). The SEM (Rydell &

assumption about attitude representation and in~
deed uses this simultaneous activation along with
metacognitive tagging to explain discrepancies between implicit and explicit attitude measures and
as the basis for implicit ambivalence (I.e., implicit
ambivalence is caused by this simultaneous activation along with a metacognitive tag negating the
relation between either positivity or negativity and
the attitude object in m.emory). According to the

McConnell, 2006) would explain the simultane~
ous spont.aneous activation of positivity and negativity in response to an attitude object that can
occur when heterogeneous associative information
is stored in memory and the situation and attitude
object activates both this positive and negative in~
formation at the same time.

APE model (Gawronski & Bodenhausen, 2006),

CONSEQUENCES OF
DISCREPANCIES ON
IMPLICIT AND EXPLICIT
ATTITUDE MEASURES

simultaneous, spontaneous activation of positiv~
it I' and negativity in response to an attitude object can occur when both positive and negative
information is stored in memory, activated from
memory, and is the output of pattern activation
and constraint satisfaction. That is, if the pattern
of activation that best fits the current inputs from
information in memory, the environment, and
motivation is indeed mixed in valence, then im~
plicit attitude measures will be able to detect this
parrern of activation.
It is interesting to think about hO\-v the output
of associative processes is transferred into propositional information when both positivity and
negativity are automatically activated. It could
be that (wo inconsistent propositions are created
(I.e., "I like X" and "I dislike X") or that a single
proposition is created that includes both positiv~
ity and negativity ("I like and dislike X"; "I am
unsure how I feel about X"; or even "X makes me
feel uncomfortable"). Research on this question
may be important for incorporating the MCM

and APE model. The MODE model (Fazio, 2007)
asserts that activating both positive and negative
information can occur when attitudes are less ac~
cessible and evaluations need to be constructed.
However, when attitudes are more accessible or
have already been summarized in memory, then
there should not be the automatic activation of
both positivity and negativity in response to an at~

Research and theorizing on when and how im~
plicit and explicit attitude measures differ or con~
verge is extremely helpful in defining and under~
standing the attitude concept. However, another
key question is, what are the consequences of
implicit and explicit attitude measures diverging?
The only research examining the psychological
consequences of divergent implicit and explicit
attitude rneasures (outside of work on self~esteem;
see Zeigler~Hill & Jordan, Chapter 21, this volume)
or beliefs has shown that increased discrepancies
lead to greater implicit ambivalence (a stronger as~
sociation between the attitude object and doubt
in memory) and increased information processing of attitude~relevant information (Perry et al.,
2006; see Petty & Brinol, 2009, for an extensive
review). This research showed that once attitudes
formed they were not completely replaced when
attitudes changed and increased implicit ambivalence accompanied attitude change. In conditions
in which attitudes had changed and implicit and
explicit measures were divergent, information
processing increased. Brinol, Petty, and Wheeler
(2006) showed that the greater the discrepancy
between standardized measures of explicit and im~
plidt self~beliefs (e.g., one's own shyness), the more
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extensive the processing of persuasive messages
related to the domain of discrepancy (e,g., argll~
ments favoring shyness). This result, however, did
not occur when information available for subse~
quem information processing 'was unrelated to the
attitude object. As discrepancies between implicit
and explicit attitude measures increased, people
were motivated to consider carefully subsequently
presented relevant information, Yet why does this
outcome occur, and what phenomenology occurs
with this ino"cased information processing?
Rydell and colleagues (2008) showed that when
explicit~implicit attitude discrepancies wefe great~
eI, more negative arousal (Le., dissonance; Fest~
inger, 1957) was evoked. This negative arousal, in
turn, induced greater information processing of
attitude objecHelevant information. The results
are consistent with the idea that discrepancies
between implicit and explicit attitude measures
can create aversive feelings that people attempt to
reduce through learning more about the attitude
object. This research also showed that a previously
used measure of implicit ambivalence (i.e., IAT
measure used by Petty et aL, 2006) could not account for increased information processing when
implicit and explicit attitude measures diverged,
but reports of dissonance arousal could.

However, botb Rydell and colleagues (2008)
and Petty and Brinol (2009) note that inconsistent
cognitions (here attitudinal information assessed
by implicit and explicit measures) are uncomfortable and lead to increased infonnation processing.
The dissonance referred to in Rydell and colleagues was similar to Festinger's (1957) conceptu~
alization: negative arousal felt in response to two
inconsistent cognitions. Dissonance theory now
recognizes several conditions that must be met for
inconsistency to lead to dissonance (e.g., Cooper
& Fazio, 1984). At this point, the theoretical con~
ceptualizations of a dissonance or an ambivalence
view are relatively similar because ambivalence
and dissonance as conceptualized by Rydell and
colleagues (consistent with Festinger, 1957) are
simply inconsistent cognitions that are uncomfortable, and people are motivated to avoid such
feelings (see Petty & Brinol, 2009, for the same
prediction). Although the implicit ambivalence
IAT measure used by Petty and colleagues (2006)
did not predict the extent of information processing for these inconsistencies, the main underlying
point of both these lines of research is the same
and can probably best be described as felt ambivalence, a subjective state of discomfort or tension
that is due to inconsistent evaluations, because it

does not require all of the conditions necessary for
cognitive dissonance to occur.
The next step for this research is to examine
which behaviors that are engaged to reduce felt
ambivalence are effective in resolving the discrepancy between implicit and explicit attitude
measures and actually reducing felt ambivalence.
It seems prudent to look at self-regulatory models
to examine when this effort will and will not be
successful. For instance in terms of convergence
between measures, models of self~regulation suggest that the velocity (or speed) with which inconsistencies can be resolved reduces negative
affect (e.g., Carver & Scheier, 2002). Therefore,
it is likely that changes in explicit attitude mea~
sures may be more likely in rnany circumstances.
Because explicit attitude measures generally show
j

change more quickly (e.g., Rydell et aI., 2007) and
implicit attitude measures may change because of
contextual moderation of activated associations or
changes in categorization (which may be ephem~
eral), explicit attitude change may be the most
likely route to provide faster relief from discomfort
(i.e., consonant cognitions). However, changes in
the associations stored in memory between an attitude object and valence (whether this is through
an associative network or the amount of strongly
weighted information available for pattern activation) may be more likely to reduce the frequency of
felt ambivalence in the future. Thus, moderation
of implicit measures of attitudes is possible too. Regardless, the fewer self-regulatory resources needed
to reconcile discrepancies between implicit and
explicit attitude measures, the more resources that
can be applied to other issues that people face.
Indeed, the experience of discomfort caused by
discrepancies between the mental residue revealed
by implicit and explicit attitude measures may be
functional in that it serves as a signal that action
is needed and self~regulatory resources should be
brought to bear on the attitude object (e.g., Har~
mon-Jones & Hannon:~Jones, 2002).
Furthennore, whether implicitly or explicitly
measured attitudes change in response to discrep~
ancies may be related to the accessibility of the attitude. If an attitude is highly accessible because
of recent or frequent use (Fazio, 1995) and the at~
tinKle object elicits discrepancy between implicit
and explicit attitude measures, it may be more im~
perative to alter evaluations to attain convergence
between measures because feelings of discomfort
should be more accessible as well. In addition, to
the extent that there is a positive relation between
implicit and explicit attitude measure discrepan~
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cies and discomfort (see Rydell et aI., 2008), highly
accessible attitudes that are widely discrepant on
implicit and explicit measures should be especially
pronounced, attracting greater attentional resources in the service of reducing attitude discrepancy.
And it may be that lasting changes on implicit attitude measures may be more likely to reduce discomfort over a longer period of time than changes
on explicit attitude measures (on average) because
changing the information automatically activated
in memory, in many theories the "seed" of the attitude concept (Fazio, 2007; Gawronski & Bodenhausen, 2006), should be more likely to reduce
discrepancies consistendy.

CONCLUSIONS
Understanding discrepancies and consisrencies
between explicit and implicit attitudes has been
at the forefront of contemporary social cognition
research. Delineating when implicit and explicit
attitude measures are impacted similarly or eli£ferendy by a manipulation not only is important
for models of attitudes but speaks to meaningful
debates regarding (1) the processes through which
automatic and controlled cognition diverge (e.g.,
Gawronski & Bodenhausen, 2006), (2) the consequences of their divergence (Brii'iol et al., 2006),
and (3) exacdy how to conceptualize attitude representation (Fazio, 2007; Schwarz, 2007). From a
functional perspective, it seems that having inconsistent scores on implicit and explicit attitude
measures is aversive and induces one to expend
cognitive resources in the service of understanding the attitude object better, suggesting that such
circumstances merit the individual's attention and
thus have psychological value. How people get to
that poim is, at present, not fully understood but
is necessary for correctly predicting behavior (see
Perugini, Richetin, & Zogmaister, Chapter 14, this
volume).
People experience conflicted feelings toward
the self, others, groups, and consumer products.
Social psychologists have long understood and
studied this phenomenon by examining discrepancies between explicit attitude measures under
the auspices of attitude ambivalence. Although
this approach has yielded many insights (Petty
& Brinol, 2009, for a review), the current chapter
examined how discrepancies between implicit and
explicit attitude measures occur (in terms of both
attitude models and cognitive processes) and what
their impact is on cognition and behavior.
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Let us return to the examples that we opened
the chapter with: the divorcee thinking about
dating again the diabetic patron deciding about
whether to order the cheesecake, the faculty member making a tenure decision about an obnoxious
but productive junior colleague. Each of these
examples could be examined by looking at am~
bivalent attitudes (e.g., does the sweetness of the
cheesecake outweigh its fat and sugar content?).
However, we believe that by examining discrepancies between implicit and explicit measures, social
psychologists gain further insight into how people
experience and render decisions. I"'Iow does a spontaneous negative reaction to an obnoxious junior
colleague and a more positive evaluation based
on consideration of several positive features (e.g.,
grant support, prestigious publications) occur?
Different models of attitudes answer this question
very differently. What processes bring these measures closer together or pull them farther apart and
why? Again, the answer depends on the model of
attitudes adopted. Finally, what is the psychological impact of these discrepancies for the perceiver
and for making decision strategies? When do these
discrepancies help versus hinder action or impact
versus not impact behavior? Understanding attitudes has proven difficult time and time again.
However, we believe that vmrk on discrepancies
between implicit and explicit attitudes can provide
useful insights for understanding why a divorcee
starts dating someone who is obviously wrong for
her or why diabetics find it difficult to resist the
foods that wreak havoc on their health. It is our
hope that by understanding how these discrepancies operate we can examine how to manage them
in ways that promote beneficial outcomes.
j
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NOTES
1. In this chapter we use rhe terms implicit attitude
and explicit attitude to refer to measures of attitudes that are indirect (e.g., infer evaluations
from response latency tasks that involve the attitude object or from evaluations of novel stimuli
associated with the attitude object) or direct (e.g.,
asking people for their evaluations of an attitude
object on a scale), respectively. Here, implicit at-
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titude measures are conceptualized as rneasures
that better assess evaluations activated withcmE
the intent of the perceiver, whose expression is
difficult to control, and arc less affected by higher
order cognitive processes. Explicit attitude mea~
sures arc conceptualized as measures that better
assess evaluations whose expression can be con~
trolled by the perceiver and for which people can
utilize higher order cognitive processes. These
relatively broad definitions are used in the current work to facilitate comparisons between and
among the different models of attitudes described
in this chapter that examine consistency and
inconsistency between implicit and explicit attitude measures (yet disagree about, e.g., the antecedents of these measures). It is also important to
note that implicit and explicit measures are not
process pure (e.g., Sherman et aL, 2008), meaning
that a strict dichotomy between processes and op~
erations assessed by implicit and explicit attitude
measures is not warranted.
2. In this model, the input into the rule-based sys~
tem is referred to as "verbal," at least in part, be~
cause the way social psychologists usually present
information in attitudes research is in terms of
language (there arc some exceptions in research
on evaluative conditioning; e.g., Olson & Fazio,
2001). We emphasize that what makes this systcm distinct is its rule-based underpinnings, not
its ties to language. For example, other forms of
rules operate in music (e.g., musical notation) and
math (e.g., laws of algebra or trigonometry) that
arc not purely verbaL Although these examples
are certainly verbalizable, they are symbolic and
rule governed.
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